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About SHHS
The Squirrel Hill Historical 
Society (SHHS) is a member-
ship organization established 
in 2000. It is committed 
to gathering, preserving, 
and celebrating the 
historical memories of our 
neighborhood.

The SHHS sponsors a monthly 
lecture series on topics of 
interest primarily focused 
on Squirrel Hill institutions, 
with occasional talks about 
more general history.

Meetings are free and open to 
everyone. They are held on the 
second Tuesday of each month 
at 7:30 p.m. at the Church of 
the Redeemer, 5700 Forbes 
Ave., Pittsburgh, PA 15217. 

How to contact the SHHS:
P.O. Box 8157

Pittsburgh, PA 15217 

Website: 
squirrelhillhistory.org

 Email:
sqhillhist@shhsoc.org  

If you would like to view past 
programs, go to squirrelhillhistory.
org and click on the link “Squirrel 
Hill Program Videos by Topic.”

The SHHS Newsletters are sent 
only to SHHS members. Past 
issues are posted on the password-
protected Members link on the 
SHHS website. If you need the 
password, email the SHHS and 
request that it be sent to you.

The Squirrel Hill Historical Society Inc., 
has been determined to be exempt 
from federal income tax under Internal 
Revenue Code Section 501(c)(3). All 
contributions to the SHHS, including 
dues, are deductible from federal taxes 
under Section 170 of the IRS Code.

Co-Presidents’ Message
Dear SHHS Members,
Due to the continuing coronavirus problem, the SHHS has cancelled its June 
program and will send out a notification about the July 14 program when we 
determine whether we can meet.
SHHS is doing its best to keep our members involved and has decided to 
create some interactive projects in which members can participate. To replace 
the June program, SHHS has developed an interactive online House History 
Project. Information about this project is explained in this newsletter and 
can be viewed on SHHS website by clicking on the new menu item, “House 
History Project.” Check it out and then send in your own house’s story!
Our Squirrel Hill neighborhood is one of the most diverse communities in 
Pittsburgh. Now is a good time to walk around and explore the business 
district along Forbes and Murray Avenues and give support to local 
businesses by purchasing a few items. We do not want to lose any of our 
unique independent stores.
Stay Safe/Stay Strong!
Jim Hammond and Wayne Bossinger   Co-Presidents

We encourage everyone to:
• Be positive.
• Stay informed and take necessary precautions to minimize exposure 

to COVID-19, especially hand-washing, self-distancing, and disinfecting 
surfaces.

• Use the situation to make constructive changes to your lifestyle, such as 
exercising more, reading more, and reaching out to those around you. 

• Help those in need if you are able.

If you would like to submit an item of historical interest for publication, 
suggest a topic for a speech, ask a question, or give feedback, send an email to 
sqhillhist@shhsoc.org,or write to SHHS, PO Box 8157, Pittsburgh, PA 15217.

The June 9 SHHS Program has been cancelled 
due to COVID-19. 

It will be rescheduled. 
You will be notified by email and newsletter if future programs 
are cancelled. In the meantime, don’t forget that you can find 
videos of almost all past SHHS programs on the SHHS website, 
squirrelhillhistory.org. Just click on the link “SHHS Videos by 
Topic” and choose a program that interests you. If the program 
raises questions or if you’d like to comment on it, click on the 
“Contact us” link or send an email to sqhillhist@shhsoc.org.
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All SHHS programs are held at 7:30 p.m. at the Church of the Redeemer, 5700 Forbes Ave., Pittsburgh, PA 15217, unless otherwise 
noted.  More information about the SHHS speakers and topics can be found on the SHHS website, squirrelhillhistory.org. 

Tuesday, June, 9, 2020:”Carrie Furnace” CANCELLED

Tuesday, July 14, 2020: “The Pittsburgh Pirates Go to the Movies”
Ron Backer is an attorney who is an avid fan of both movies and baseball. He has written five books on film, his 
most recent being Baseball Goes to the Movies, published in 2017 by Applause Theatre & Cinema Books. His talk 
explores films with scenes featuring the Pittsburgh Pirates. As part of the presentation, Ron will show short clips 
from eight movies. In addition to the discussion of the films themselves, the talk will use several of the films to 
highlight important events in local baseball history, including the struggles of the 1950s Pirates, Roberto Clemente’s 
3000th hit, and Babe Ruth’s last great day in baseball, which occurred at Forbes Field in 1935.

August: Reverting to past practice, no program will be scheduled for August, unless we reschedule 
our April or May talk for that month. 

September 8, 2020: “Doors Open Pittsburgh”
Bonnie Baxter, Executive Director of Doors Open Pittsburgh, founded the nonprofit organization in 2016 because 
she felt that everyone should be able to see and experience the beauty in our city.  At the Doors Open two-day event 
in autumn, hundreds of volunteers come together to open dozens of buildings to hear the stories they tell us about 
our past, present, and future. 

Let us know if you have a topic or speaker to suggest. Contact the SHHS through its website, squirrelhillhistory.org, or email us at 
sqhillhist@shhsoc.org.

Editor’s Note—House Histories and the Wider Picture
Helen Wilson

Since our June program was cancelled, SHHS email coordinator Tony Indovina suggested an interactive project to 
replace it. When a former owner of his house showed up on his doorstep with stories about the “good old days”, Tony 
got interested in his house’s history and thought others might enjoy delving into the history of their own houses, so 
he created the House History Project. Information about it can be found in this newsletter and on the SHHS website, 
squirrelhillhistory.org, by clicking on the link “House History Project” in the main menu. So send us your house’s story! 
The stories will be  posted on the website and, with your permission, some will be featured in future newsletters. 
As I research the history of Squirrel Hill, I’ve found that while house histories seem mainly of interest only to the 
people who live there, they can also shed light on the wider picture of what was going on in an area at any given time. 
For example, in my case, when someone sent me clippings about a raid on my house by Federal Alcohol Tax agents 
in 1938 because moonshine was being made in the cellar, I realized that story didn’t exist in a vacuum. Why were 
men illegally cooking mash in the stove in my basement in 1938, since Prohibition ended in 1933? Who was going to 
purchase it? How did “my” moonshiners fit in with the mob scene in the East End at that time? Looking for the wider 
picture puts a house’s history into context. I’m looking into the wider picture that sheds light on what was going on 
in my house back then and will write a story about it for a future newsletter.
House histories can also shed light on what was on a site before the current house was built. Whether your house 
was the first to be built there or if it replaced a previous house, the land was owned by somebody as early as the late 
1700s. Your property’s development from farm, orchard, or estate to what it is now can be found by looking at old 
maps and deeds. A number of great resources are listed in the following articles.
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SHHS House History Project
Tony Indovina

In May, an eblast went out to SHHS members and to our extended mailing list reminding people that our June program 
was cancelled. Also on the eblast was an invitation to participate in an online project on our website to replace 
the June program—the House History Project. We invited both members and nonmembers to submit interesting 
stories about their houses in Squirrel Hill—their histories, styles, locations, and anything else that could be shared.
There are several ways to submit your house’s history. The easiest way is to go to the SHHS website, squirrelhillhistory.
org, and click on the menu item HOUSE HISTORY PROJECT. The page that opens has directions, resources, and a link 
where you can submit your stories. You can also email stories to sqhillhist@shhsoc.org with “House History” in the 
subject line, or mail them to SHHS, PO Box 8157, Pittsburgh, PA 15217. Please do not identify your house by its exact 
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Researching Your House’s History
Wayne Bossinger

Note: It is the policy of SHHS to not include live internet links in our newsletters as a security precaution. The links below 
are not live. You will need to copy and paste them into your web browser to get to the site. This article with live links is 
posted on the SHHS website, squirrelhillhistory.org. To access the article, click on “HOUSE HISTORY PROJECT” in the 
main menu, then click on “HOUSE HISTORY RESOURCES” in the second paragraph of the directions. 

There are many components to the history of a house.  Who were the former owners?  When was it built?  Did any 
interesting events take place there?  What style is it?  How does it fit into the neighborhood’s history? A good way to 
start researching your house’s history is to trace the chain of titles back through time, deed by deed. This will provide 
the names and dates that can be used to locate and validate other information about the property. 
Step 1: To begin the process, you will need to obtain some basic information about the property. Start by going to the 
Allegheny County Assessor website at  http://www2.county.allegheny.pa.us/RealEstate/search.aspx. Type in your 
home address and click the Search box. After verifying that it is the correct property, write down the following items: 
Parcel ID (Lot and Block Number), Sale Date, Sale Price, Deed Book, Deed Page and Lot Area. This is the information 
you will need to trace the ownership back through time. Then click the “Building Information” tab and write down 
the “Year Built.”  Keep in mind that the year displayed may not be correct, particularly with older homes, but will be 
valuable in narrowing down the search for a building permit.
Step 2: Begin tracing the deeds back one by one. The Allegheny County Recorders website has transactions listed 
back to 1986 that can be searched online for free at  pa_allegheny.uslandrecords.com/. There are several ways to 
search. Click “Free Search” and start a name search. Find the correct transaction and write down the grantor, date of 
sale, deed book, and deed page.  
Step 3: Unfortunately, the County does not provide free online access to records before 1986. While you can access its 
database online at home by subscribing, it is so expensive that most people will opt to go downtown to the Allegheny 
County Recorder’s Office, where you can search for free. The office is currently closed but is expected to reopen soon, 
so be sure to call first. 
The recorder’s office is on the first and second floors of the County Office Building on Ross Street. It is best to start in 
the deed office on the second floor, where most of the deed books 
are located. There are computer terminals scattered around the 
office, so you will need to find one that is not in use to continue 
your search. Start by doing a new name search using the oldest 
grantor name you have and collect the same information as 
before. Repeat this process as many times as you like.  
It should be noted that you may run into occasional problems. There is no legal requirement that a deed be recorded, 
which sometimes happens with inherited property or when there is an effort to keep the transaction secret. Luckily, 
most deeds are recorded due to financing requirements and for liability protection. Also, deeds are not recorded for 
treasurer’s sales. There is a separate set of indexes for these. Feel free to ask the County staff for help if you need it.  
Step 4: It may come to a point where you need to use the County’s deed record books instead of the online records. 
There are two sets of indexes: “Deed Direct” to search by grantor and “Deed Absectum” to search by grantee. These 

numerical address but instead create an identity like “Ferree Street” or “3200 block  of Beechwood Blvd.” By sending 
a submission, you are granting SHHS permission to include your information in future newsletters and to create a 
posting on our HOUSE HISTORY PROJECT page.
We encourage contributors to expand their initial submissions through their own individual searches. A wealth of 
resources can be found in SHHS Co-President Wayne Bossinger’s article below and on the HOUSE HISTORY PROJECT 
link on the SHHS website. As an all-volunteer organization, we are not able to conduct research for individuals, but 
we will provide guidance and support. The amazing techniques and tools Wayne describes in his article will be put 
in the HOUSE HISTORY RESOURCES link on the project page, along with those from former SHHS presenter Kelley 
Stroup, founder of House History, who gave a talk in 2017 about how to research the history of your own building. 
(With her permission, we put a link on our resources page to her website.)

This is an ongoing project with no deadline, and everyone is invited to add to house histories by posting comments 
after the stories. And anyone is welcome to go to the website to read the stories. Watch for future announcements of 
similar projects should programs continue to be cancelled.
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use the Russell Key Index System, which limits the number of names that must be searched by generating a code 
based upon the name. There are instructions at the beginning of each index. The index will direct you to a deed book 
volume and page to continue your search.

Plan of Lots
Residential lots were typically carved out of a larger lot as part of a subdivision. These subdivision plans were recorded 
and may be found on the mezzanine level of the County Office Building. One place to find the subdivision name 
and page is on the 1939 Hopkins map, historicpittsburgh.org/maps-hopkins/1939-volume-2-plat-book-pittsburgh.  
Plans are outlined in blue and coded with a letter that may be looked up on the reference table.

Building Permits
In most cases, a building permit would have been needed to authorize construction of the house. Local governments 
were diligent about this requirement, not so much for public safety, but because they wanted to be aware of new 
construction so they could begin taxation.   
The University of Pittsburgh’s Historic Pittsburgh website, historicpittsburgh.org, has permits online for 1870-
1916. These are year by year and are images of the original permit books. Permits are listed chronologically and do 
not list the modern-day address but rather the general street location along with the owner’s name. The website 
also has permit books for 1981-1992 that have not yet been scanned but may be viewed at Pitt’s Archives & Special 
Collections facility at 7500 Thomas Boulevard. 
A large gap remains where municipal records are not available.  Most permits were also  listed in local newspapers, 
so you may find them there, but it may take special software to do so. 

City Directories
City directories were published each year from 1856 to 1975. A few others date back as far as 1815. They are an 
alphabetical listing of residents, noting the address where they lived and occupation. Directories may be searched 
and viewed at historicpittsburgh.org/collection/historic-pittsburgh-city-directories and may also viewed at Carnegie 
Library in Oakland.

Census Records
Censuses were taken every ten years beginning in 1790. They include the name of every occupant, age, occupation, 
place of birth, marital status, and other interesting information. Many organizations sell this information, but some 
records are available for free.
1850-1880 census records can be downloaded here: exhibit.library.pitt.edu/census/
1940 records are at us-census.org/pub/usgenweb/census/pa/allegheny/1940/city/
Microfilm records may be viewed at the Pennsylvania Department of the main Carnegie Library in Oakland.
Heinz History Center Records
The Heinz History Center has a large volume of records and maps to help build your story.  Entrance to the library is 
free if you let them know that you are only using the library.

Carnegie Library Pennsylvania Department
A wide variety of historical records can be found in the Pennsylvania Department on the third floor of the Carnegie 
Library in Oakland. You may use its computers to search online records if you have a library card. 
G. M. Hopkins Maps and Sanborn Fire Insurance Maps
Hopkins and Sanborn maps are excellent collections of maps showing streets, lot lines, dimensions, buildings, 
addresses, and other features of the local area. Structures are color-coded to indicate their type of construction. 
Hopkins Maps  may be searched online at: digital.library.pitt.edu/collection/gm-hopkins-company-maps.
Various Sanborn Maps may be viewed on these websites and elsewhere:
digital.libraries.psu.edu/digital/collection/maps1/search/searchterm/Pittsburgh!Sanborn%20Fire%20
Insurance%20Maps/field/geogra!collec/mode/all!exact/conn/and!or/order/nosort, www.loc.gov/collections/
sanborn-maps/?fa=location:pennsylvania%7Clocation:allegheny+county%7Clocation:pittsburgh, 
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/View/index.html?appid=63f24d1466f24695bf9dfc5bf6828126
Death Records
Death records can contain valuable information about the people who lived in your house.  Here are two websites to 
search: www.findagrave.com/, www.pa-roots.org/data/index.php?81.

Additional “How to” references.  
There is a myriad of other resources online and elsewhere that can help you develop your house history. If you need 
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3200 Block of Beechwood Boulevard: “Viewland”
Tony Indovina

In Squirrel Hill South near Greenfield, where Beechwood Boulevard winds along the steep hillside above the river 
valley, you pass two old city stone walls on the left of the road as you travel toward Greenfield. These walls, overlooking 
the new community of Summerset, are wonderful places to view the Monongahela River valley. A short distance past 
the second wall, approaching Greenfield, there is a large apartment complex, Beechwood Gardens, sitting back from 
the road on the left behind a large grassy area. And immediately past these apartments, the Boulevard makes one last 
turn to the right and goes straight about a quarter mile to the traffic light intersection, where Browns Hill Road goes 
left toward Homestead and the Boulevard goes right toward the Parkway, ending at the Greenfield Bridge. 
On the earliest Warranty Map of Pittsburgh, the area at this last bend of present-day Beechwood Boulevard in Squirrel 
Hill South was part of the original tract of land owned by William “Killymoon” Stewart, a tract he named Viewland. 
(The 1914 Warrantee Atlas and maps, found on the Historic Pittsburgh website, historicpittsburgh.org, depict original 
land grants that settlers of present-day Allegheny County received from the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania after 
William Penn and his descendants vested the land to the legislature.) 
The name Viewland was very appropriate. From my third-floor 
windows, looking southeast over my neighbors’ rooftops across 
the street, I can see the Mon River bending and flowing from above 
Braddock. The Stewart homestead, settled in 1819, was once located 
across the street from my house on land where the apartments are 
now.  And though the Stewarts had much the same view as I do, theirs 
would have been one of deeply wooded hillsides, and later, farms along 
the Monongahela River’s banks.
My old house was one of the first built on this section of the Boulevard, 
when it was Beechwood Avenue running from Schenley Park to 
Highland Park. A search I did almost thirty years ago, and since lost, 
determined that the original deed was recorded about 1905. But 
utility records revealed that the house may have been occupied as early as 1901 (it was common practice then, I 
was told, to occupy a house before taxes were levied). This was a time when development throughout Squirrel Hill 
was booming, fueled largely by trolley line expansion. A major line down Murray Avenue (within walking distance 
of my house) to Homestead spurred early development in my neighborhood. My structure might be classified as 
a “Foursquare” house, simply described as a mostly square two-and-one-half story house, often with hipped roof 

and arched entryway, and many variations to allow for 
economical use of inside space on a city lot. A diagram 
from Chronology of Sears Catalogue Homes, 1908-
1950, shown below, illustrates a typical foursquare 
house. Mine has customized woodwork with built-in 
cabinetry, stained glass windows and service steps. 
While far from a mansion, it was built to appeal to a 
manager-merchant class of new homeowner, among 
those who then worked in nearby Homestead. 
As I learned from doing historic map searches of early 
owners, my one-eighth acre city lot may be less than 
half the size that it was originally. After we first bought 
the house, my wife worked for many years in a labor of 
love to remove multiple layers of white paint from old 
oak woodwork, and I removed much gas piping from 
ceilings for new fans, since the house was not originally 

further guidance, an excellent resource can be found on the Squirrel Hill Historic Society’s website.  In February 
2017, Kelley Stroup, founder of House History, gave a presentation on how to research a house’s history.  The video 
can be viewed by clicking on the “SHHS Past Events by Year” link, then 2017, and then February.
The Pennsylvania Department of Carnegie Library has put together a very good list of available resources that can 
be found at www.info-ren.org/projects/btul/Pennsylvania/houses.html. The list of resources remains accurate, 
although some locations may have changed since the report was compiled in 1997.
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wired for electricity. By looking at the 1903-06 and 1910 map layers on the Pittsburgh Historic Maps website, I 
found that my lot was subdivided from the Ostermaier Plan of Lots, one of several such parcels along the 3200 
block of Beechwood Boulevard. The owner, Richard Ostermaier, was a well-known City tax collector in 1900 who 
originally purchased all of his land from the larger Burchfield Plan of Lots, then owned by a granddaughter of William 
“Killymoon” Stewart (who called himself Killymoon because of his family’s origin from the Killymoon area of County 
Tyrone, Northern Ireland). 
Last year, I had the pleasure of connecting with Rich Morris, a visitor from out of town whose family I have since 
learned much more about. Two generations of this family lived here after the Morris family acquired the house from 
Morris’ great-grandfather Jacob Pfirman, a successful Homestead businessman who was born in Germany in 1858. 
The Pfirmans and Morrises called our house home longer than my almost 30 years there. With family photos from 
inside and outside the house I received after Rich’s visit and some old property map searches, I have begun to piece 
together much more knowledge of the house. From what was then an enclosed sunporch of the house, this family 
could view to the south an old ramshackle general store on what is now the large grassy area of the apartment complex 
across the street. Up until 1950, this was the last remains of Killymoon’s Inn, an early 19th century tavern that “for 
many years serviced travelers [and] cattle drovers,” according to the SHHS’s book, Squirrel Hill: A Neighborhood 
History. The inn was run by William Stewart and, at the end, the store was run by his great-grandson, the “reclusive” 
William Burchfield. 
There is much more that I want to research to understand the changes that occurred to my property when it was later 
subdivided and about its earliest occupants and the neighborhood. I hope to continue expanding my house’s history.

More About Killymoon Stewart and Viewland
Helen Wilson

On Sunday, August 27, 1950, The Pittsburgh Press published an article by William Wade entitled “131-Year-Old Inn to 
Be Torn Down; 112-Family Apartments to Replace Brown’s Hill Landmark.” The subtitle reads, “Real Estate Once Sold 
There for $1 an Acre.” Tony Indovina mentioned in his house history story above that he lives across the street from the 
tract once owned by the Stewarts, now occupied by the Beechwood Gardens apartment buildings. 
When I walk and drive the streets around Squirrel Hill, I often wonder what was there before the present-day buildings 
were built. I and my fellow researchers have been tracking down some structures that are gone but are still remembered 
by the people of the neighborhood. 
Such is the case with Killymoon Stewart’s Inn.  Instead of trying to paraphrase Wade’s article, I’m presenting it here in 
its original colorful prose for your enjoyment. Words in brackets are added for clarification. The illustrations are from 
Wade’s article.

“Killymoon” Stewart, clad in buck-skin, squirmed in the sweat-soaked seat of his wagon. The back-board jarred along 
a Monongahela River trail that knifed through the frontier forest to Pittsburgh, just 10 miles to the west. The year was 
1819. Monroe was president. Pittsburgh was little more than a disease-ridden village at the Point, a settlement of log 
cabins sprinkled with a handful of houses built of dirty, white bricks filched from Fort Pitt’s ramparts.
For a fortnight, Killymoon had lumbered North from Maryland, bound for Pittsburgh and a new home in the West. 
But where the Homestead High Level Bridge now sweeps across the Monongahela, he stopped at a salt lick [at the 
mouth of Nine Mile Run] and squinted at a hillside above him 
near the river bank. His journey was at an end. Atop Brown’s 
Hill in Squirrel Hill, overlooking Homestead, Braddock, and 50 
miles of the Monongahela Valley, William “Killymoon” Stewart 
built his famous inn.
After 131 years filled with lore of the City, the hostelry is to 
be torn down. The landmark is giving way to 112 family-unit 
apartments perched atop a ridge where the Stewart family 
held sway for more than a century and a quarter.
Builder John S. T. Conte will construct garden-type apartments 
in Beechwood Boulevard’s 3300 block after a two-year fight 
up to the State Supreme Court by neighboring residents 
[who didn’t want an apartment building in the residential 
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neighborhood] to block the development. The high court upheld 
re-zoning of the area on May 24.
But before the curtain came down two years ago on the Stewart 
saga, a strange “riches-to-rags” story had unfolded. Killymoon’s 
great-grandson, William S. Burchfield, died in 1948 practically 
penniless, a recluse in the old inn. Of an estate that once embraced 
vast areas of Squirrel Hill, all that remained was about $3000, a 
tattered suit and derby hat worn threadbare by Mr. Burchfield, 
and a sign which Killymoon had hung over the bar. It read: “Here 
nothing grows old but whisky, men and jokes.”
It is doubtful, however, that Killymoon’s whiskey ever had time 
to age. At three cents a shot, thousands quaffed grog at the 
place. Over the years, settlers from Maryland and Virginia streamed past the inn, headed for Pittsburgh and the 
frontier beyond. Like Killymoon, they moved up the Braddock military road from Cumberland, Md. Pushing along the 
Monongahela from Braddock, Pa., they entered Saline St. and slipped through Four Mile Run Valley—bound for the 
Point. Saline Street became a historic route of entry into the City. It derived its name from the “salt lick” which first 
caught Killymoon’s eye. He wisely located his inn atop the hill. The deer which early visited the “lick” soon gave way 
to cattle when drovers began herding stock from the river valley for the Pittsburgh market. 
Pittsburgh burgers dickered with drovers at the inn, drank whiskey and mixed business with pleasure. Meanwhile, 
Killymoon grew rich and bought land for as little as a dollar an acre. Squirrel Hill was still only a hunting ground when 
he died. A day’s trip from the Point, the wealthy wheeled to the Inn on holidays to be awed by the valley view. The 
family fortune grew through two generations as Squirrel Hill was transformed from potato patches into a community 
of fashionable homes.
Killymoon’s grand-daughter, Elizabeth L. Stewart, married William Warmcastle Burchfield, one of the leading 
developers of Squirrel Hill. Also a banker, he built the first brick plant west of the Alleghenies and backed Captain 
Sam Brown, engineer who built Brown’s Bridge at the foot of the hill across the river to Homestead. The wealthy now 
made personal calls on the Burchfields.
The decline, however, began to weave its tragic web when the grey-bearded realtor-investor died in 1934. His son, 
William, frustrated in his desire to become a minister, withdrew with his two sisters, Laura and Isabel, into the 
seclusion of the musty inn. Within a few years, underbrush blotted out its once spacious lawn, screened the tavern 
from view. Weeds sprouted in the gutters. Inside, the trio lived without electricity. The plaster cracked. Hundreds of 
milk bottles were stacked from floor to ceiling of a room green with mold.
Isabel died in 1939, followed by Laura in 1946. Alone, William left Laura’s room untouched for two years. Debts 
mounted until in 1947, $35,000 in back taxes stood against the 16 acres that remained in the once vast Stewart 
domain. The 81-year-old bachelor finally gave up “Viewland,” Stewart’s name for the small remaining tract, to pay his 
debts. He died a year later, clinging only to the memory of the once glorious past.

Major William Frew and his Mansion, “Beechwood Hall”
Jim Wudarczyk

Major William Frew is better known in the annals of Pittsburgh business than he is for his military service during the 
American Civil War. Frew (1826-1880) was employed by wholesale grocer James McCully. In 1859, he and another 
employee Charles Lockhart formed a partnership to operate Pittsburgh’s first petroleum refinery.  
Prior to 1860, William Frew was captain of the Keystone Rifles, a military organization in Pittsburgh.
During the Civil War, he joined the Fifteenth Regiment of Pennsylvania Volunteers. This unit was organized on 
September 15, 1862, and was disbanded between September 25th and 28th of 1862. The staff consisted of Colonel 
Robert Galway; Lieutenant Colonel James M. Cooper; Major William Frew; Adjutant Benjamin Bakewell; Quartermaster 
D. W. Hutchinson; Surgeon J. Lambert Assay; Assistant Surgeon Levi G. Batdorf; and Quartermaster Sergeant James 
E. Pettibone.
Samuel P. Bates contended that there was a need to create a militia in 1862 because the rich farmlands of Pennsylvania 
were in danger of invasion by the Confederate forces.  According to Bates, the Reserve Corps, which had originally 
been organized for the defense of Pennsylvania, had been called away for active duty with McClelland and the 
Peninsula Campaign.  Fearing that a major invasion was imminent, “On the 4th of September, Governor Curtain issued 
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a proclamation, calling on the people to arm, and prepare for defense. He recommended the immediate formation 
of companies and regiments throughout the Commonwealth, and, for the purpose of drill and instruction, that after 
three P.M., of each day, all business houses be closed. On the 10th, the danger having become imminent, the enemy 
already being in Maryland, he issued a general order, calling on all able-bodied men to enroll immediately for the 
defense of the State, and to hold themselves in readiness to march upon the hour’s notice; to select officers, to provide 
themselves with such arms as could be obtained, with sixty rounds of ammunition to the man, tendering arms to such 
as had none, and promising that they should be held for service, for such time only as the pressing exigency for State 
defense should continue.” During the Civil War, he was a strong supporter of the Christian and sanitary commissions. 
Even though William Frew served in the military for a short time, he continued to use the title of “Major.” Throughout 
the Civil War, Frew continued operating his oil business.  
Sam T. Mallison, author of the book The Wildcatter, wrote, “After Drake’s discovery well had opened up the Regions, 
Pittsburgh seemed to be marked as the great refining and shipping point for the nation. Both by rail and river it was 
close to the one known supply. It had the financing, the industrial know-how and the labor to handle the refining 
activity of the new industry. It could command both river and rail transportation for marketing the finished product. 
At the peak of its exertions in the processing of crude, the city boasted of having eighty refineries.” 
Mallison contended that the Pittsburgh refineries continued to hang on, but were at a disadvantage after the railroads 
favored long hauls. Thus, the centers of oil refining shifted to Cleveland, New York, and Philadelphia. Mallison also 
noted, “Charles Lockhart, William Frew and Orville Waring, in association with William G. Warden of Philadelphia, 
were the most successful refiners in the city, and operated seven plants in 1874, when they merged with Standard.” 
Other sources set the date of the merger as 1876. After Frew’s company was absorbed by Standard Oil Company, both 
Lockhart and Frew became chief executives of the new subsidiary.
In addition to his affiliation with the Brilliant Oil Company, Frew diversified and was involved in other business 
interests.  He was also an advocate of the homeopathic treatment of diseases and for a number of years served as 
president of the board of trustees of the homeopathic hospital.    
During the Congressional Election of 1870, Frew became a reluctant candidate on the Reform Platform.  His opponent 
and winner of the election was General James Scott Negley.  Frew always suspected that his defeat was attributed to 
“questionable and undignified methods” by his opponent. 
During his life, Frew was a promoter of the Y.M.C.A., a prominent member of the board of trustees of the Pennsylvania 
Female College of Pittsburgh, chairman of the investing committee of the Western University of Pennsylvania, and a 
member of the Chamber of Commerce of Pittsburgh.
Although there are no readily accessible pictures of his home, it was known as “Beechwood Hall.”  Today Beechwood 
Boulevard is a major street that winds through the Squirrel Hill and Point Breeze sections of Pittsburgh, and was 
named in honor of the Frew estate.
His grave is in Section 13, Lot 63, of Allegheny Cemetery.  It is easily identified by the 
Blue Westerly granite pillar topped by a woman giving comfort to someone weeping.  
Typical of many other monuments in Allegheny Cemetery, the statues are draped 
in classical garb. The theme of someone grieving and another giving comfort is a 
recurring theme that runs through Allegheny Cemetery. Major Frew’s monument 
was ordered on September 23, 1881, from the New England Granite Works at a cost 
of $9,650. 
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Editor’s Note: Beechwood Hall is not the only Frew connection to the names of streets 
in Squirrel Hill. Major Frew’s son, William Nimick Frew (1854-1914), was a business 
associate and friend of Andrew Carnegie who served as a director of the Carnegie 
Institute of Technology, Chairman of the Board of Directors of the Carnegie Institute 
and President of the Board of Trustees of the Carnegie Library. Frew Street, which 
runs between Carnegie Mellon University and Flagstaff Hill in Schenley Park, is named 
for him. 

This excerpt from an 1872 plat map shows 
Major Frew’s Beechwood Hall estate at 
the corner of what is now Fifth Avenue 
and Beechwood Boulevard. It gave its 
name to Beechwood Boulevard, which 
wasn’t constructed until the late 1890s. 
Fifth Avenue is at the top of the map. 
Beechwood Boulevard is located along the 
now culverted stream running diagonally 
from bottom center to top right.
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